Announcing the release of a hot celebrity bio aimed directly at
the passions and furies of the 2016 Presidential Elections

BILL & HILLARY
So This Is That Thing Called Love

One Nation Under Sex: An uncensored tale about an unconventional love affair
that changed the course of politics and the planet. New, newsworthy,
unauthorized, and unique, from Blood Moon Productions and NBN

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST BOOK-LENGTH POLITICAL COMMENTARY of 2016

BILL AND HILLARY, SO THIS IS THAT THING CALLED LOVE, A Proud and Presidential Addition to Blood Moon’s BABYLON Series, Available December 21

Confused About How to Interpret The Clintons’ Controversial Past?

Available in December, This New Political Exposé Is Required Reading for Anyone Involved in the Political Slugfests and Incendiary Wars of THE CLINTONS
Blood Moon proudly announces its intention of ringing in 2016 with the release of a CELEBRITY EXPOSÉ of Bill & Hillary
Clinton that will be discussed by virtually everyone of interest, domestic and foreign, within the upcoming presidential elections. Its scathing descriptions and commentary on the scandals associated with the Clintons are poised to become the
most entertaining read of the 2016 election cycle.

Bill & Hillary, So This Is That Thing Called Love, traces the couple’s political debut in an Ozarkian backwater, their raucous
occupancy of Arkansas’ Governor’s Mansion, and their trek toward and their eventual two-term occupancy of the White
House. It ends with the drama of Hillary’s departure from her husband’s (deeply shaken) seat of power, and her ominous but
passionate vow, “I’LL BE BACK.”
“Enraged historic controversies associated with the Clintons extend much deeper than Hillary’s alleged mishandling of Benghazi,” said Danforth Prince, Blood Moon’s president. “Our saga goes deep behind the D.C. camouflage for access to a detailed whirlwind of scandals associated with the Clintons up until their departure from the White House. The decades since
the 1970s, when as an ambitious young couple, they set out to rule the Free World, have added perspective, some of it marinated in fury, some of it upholstered with a grudging respect. Our book, loaded with lurid but ‘morally neutral’ details, resuscitates carloads of Clintonian outrage, all of it bound into one juicy and delectable ‘guilty pleasure.’”

So This Is That Thing Called Love: Supremely absorbing reading for news junkies and gossip mavens from across the
political spectrum. Bill & Hillary: The frustration of their tragic setbacks and their jubilant comebacks; years that were good
and years that were horrible; their “Bimbo Eruptions,” only some of which were broadcast, and how the Clintons played
them; the then-President’s impeachment proceedings; their maddening failures and their stunning achievements. Bill &
Hillary is a gossipy but empathetic “only in America” portrait of a controversial marriage, a fandango about postmodern
American politics unlike anything any politician has ever danced before.
Blood Moon Productions is a feisty and independent publishing enterprise dedicated to researching, salvaging, and indexing the oral histories of
America’s entertainment industry. As described by The Huffington Post, “Blood Moon, in case you don't know, is a small publishing house on
Staten Island that cranks out Hollywood gossip books, about two or three a year, usually of five-, six-, or 700-page length, chocked with stories and
pictures about people who used to consume the imaginations of the American public, back when we actually had a public imagination. That is, when
people were really interested in each other, rather than in Apple ‘devices.’ In other words, back when we had vices, not devices.”

Bill & Hillary—So This Is That Thing Called Love

Biography & Autobiography/Rich & Famous. 6x9 Softcover, with lots of photos. 532 pages $29.95
ISBN 978-1-936003-47-1 www.BloodMoonProductions.com

